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WORSHIP 
 
October 14, 2013 
For the World Church Body of King Jesus 
 
Susanna says— 
 
How does worship affect God moving in a local church body? It is very important 
that all will truly drink powerful ways in King Jesus, but will God push you into 
His drinking? Would you say that God has made you do something? No will is 
given where God can go against free will in any detail. Here is where I will make it 
clear so you will fully drink it. There will always be a work where you will choose 
to serve God or serve Satan. Even when you turn to King Jesus, you still will have 
a free will to leave Him. This would make it clear that once saved is truly not 
always. You will never be made to be a robot. You will only be able to choose one 
way of living. You will not be able to serve Satan and serve King Jesus at the same 
time, where you are loyal to both kingdoms. Satan would own you in that plan if 
you truly move to reject the Great Way King Jesus. One must turn within and have 
it where they have surrendered their way to serve King Jesus as Lord. Saving in 
this way can be confused with the people, that they would make a poor plan in 
saying salvation is guaranteed if keeping up with going to church buildings each 
Sunday. Nowhere in Scripture states this will in dealing with people. Church 
gathering truly is not a sinful detail. But where the devil has brought his demon of 
religion into the church details is to make it seem as if you will not be able to walk 
in good favor with God apart from that local building way. Church buildings have 
taken a way to give the people a false hope. Security should never be based on an 
earthly detail. Worshipping the way that King Jesus wills is through living each 
day in complete surrender at what leading His Spirit has for you that day. Worship 
is more than one hour with others. Worship is pure service in serving King Jesus 
through serving His way in both natural and spiritual details. Working with others 
who follow the Way is a Kingdom design, but don’t let confusion have its way 
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within you to make it seem as if no one would be able to be used by the Great King 
if they don’t have a local church building to move in. Worship is: loving God with 
all of you—body, soul, and spirit. Worship has a base to be in a spiritual way that 
is moved in serving in natural details. Worship has you placing others before your 
own way in loving them as your King loves us. Worship is a deep way of being 
transparent—not being fake and surface ways in pretending. Love has its way in 
how a church way worships. Many choose a worship team based on how the plan 
is presented: Will the people say that the worship was good? Will all clap at the 
end of each song? Will they “love” the worship, as if it’s even for the person to 
vote, in details? Worship must be in the first-person language with King Jesus, not 
to the congregation. When will any look at how worship is moved on? Is it the 
song? Is it the tempo? Is it better in a dark room with the detail that would make it 
more comfortable to pretend to worship? 
 
The Great Way says— 
 
Now I will speak, servant. You will hit a major point in how the servant moves in 
seeing. The church way you attended moved in having singers based on skill, and 
there was no true moving of power and anointing. I was there, and that was noted 
when you heard Me say they choose their leaders in this detail based on skill. 
There was even a shift noticed when the church way had the pastor sing in 
powerful details. The atmosphere changed in very quick details; but with the 
worship leader, there was no change and the dealing in moving was a hard plan, 
where you saw she strived to get worship from the people. You noticed at a 
different detail, where the other worship team member moved in giving out 
instructions for the people to move in doing, but he didn’t move in doing the will 
that he put out in the earth way for others to move in. Let’s say you lead worship. 
What would you do to get others with you to do what will you have within from 
your Great King? Service is better. Serving your Great King is better by showing 
your way in details of being in the spirit, with your Lord and Master. You will not 
be able to fake acts of intimacy in public where there is a lack of true details in 
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your way in private details with King Jesus. If you have no intimacy with God all 
week, can you think it shall be given for you in the church detail? But some have a 
way to confuse a spiritual gift with anointing. And others will confuse power with 
glory. How can there be so many ways of being in God’s moving with Him? Some 
people pray in their church ways all week and have created an atmosphere where 
God’s presence is already there in a power way to be tasted. You saw in the spirit 
way, how the worship doesn’t even hit the church building ceiling: It would be a 
lack of preparing the way for a Great King to enter. Church ways can see great 
miracles if they would truly release a pure worship into their building and have a 
way for worship with prayer all week in their detail. This is far from ritual details. 
Worship is: being with Me. Worship is: serving Me. Worship is: loving Me with 
My will in loving others. 
 
 
 
 


